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CAVING HAWAII'S BIG ISLAND:
THE KAPUKA KANOHINA SYSTEM
See Don Coons' article on the Cave Conservancy of Hawaii on page 9
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WE HAVE A NEW EDITOR AND LAYOUT
DESIGNER
The newsletter is undergoing a change in leadership.
Lois Lyles, who has been content editor for the last 2
years, is stepping down to take up other volunteer
tasks in her community. She will remain an active
member of CRF Guads. Her contributions to the
newsletter have been many, and she will be missed.
We wish her the best. Lois even graciously managed
to find a replacement for herself: William Payne,
CRF Guads.
The newsletter welcomes contributions on CRF
caving and related issues from all of its members.
Please send contributions to William at
wmpayne@sw.rr.com. The format should be
Microsoft Word if you are sending an article as an
attachment.
The newsletter staff has also expanded to include
Ralph Earlandson, CRF Eastern Operation, who is
handling the difficult task offormatting.
Thanks again to Lois for all her work and a big
welcome William and Ralph!
Sadly, we must mark the recent passing of Bill
Austin, a significant figure in CRF as well as many
other groups. A thoughtful article noting many of
Bill's contributions opens this edition of the
newsletter. This tribute was written by Phil Smith,
ex-president ofCRF. Our condolences go out to his
family. He will be greatly missed by his friends at
CRF.
Elizabeth Winkler

ATTENTION

PHOTOGRAPHERS!

We can always use your photographs in the
Newsletter. If you have any pictures ofCRF activities
or projects, we would love to publish them. We often
use photos for the cover. And we frequently insert
smaller photos within various articles and reports.
Requirements:
Please submit photos as black and
white digital in JPEG format, no larger than 1M.
Please send photos and captions to the layout editor
Ralph Earlandson at r-earlandson@uchicago.edu.
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William Thomas Austin: 1927-2003
An Appreciation
By Philip M. Smith
Bill Austin, a key player in the exploration of the
Flint-Mammoth Cave System, the founding of the

Cave Research Foundation, the engineering of
Antarctic research stations, the exploration

of the

Grand Canyon, and in commerce in the Kentucky
Cave Region, died September 2, 2003. Bill was an
engineer.

explorer, pioneering

cave photographer.

and businessman who will be long remembered in the
caving world, by those associated with the U.S.
Antarctic Research Program, and by his community
in Horse Cave where in recent years he played a
major role in the town's economic

revival.

William Thomas Austin, born in 1927, was
destined from birth to become steeped in the lore of
the Kentucky Cave Region and the lure of
exploration. Bill's great grandfather, George A.
Thomas, purchased Hidden River Cave, the family's
first commercial

or "show cave" (as the locals used to

call them) in 1886. He installed Horse Cave's first
water works and a dynamo for electricity in Horse
Cave using the stream in Hidden River Cave. Bill's
grandfather, Harry B. Thomas, a dentist and

businessman, purchased two other commercial caves
in the 1920s -- Mammoth Onyx Cave, and Floyd
Collins Crystal Cave, which he bought in 1927 from
the Collins family. Bill's mother Mary and her sister
Ruth, Harry Thomas' daughters, were a second
generation to grow up playing in and around the vast
sinkhole entrance to Hidden River Cave. Mary
Thomas married Bill's father Joseph William Austin
in 1926. Ruth married Erwin Robert Pohl, a
geologist

whose research interests included cave

geology.

Pohl became a part of the business while

occasionally continuing to do geological research,
aided much later in the late 1960s by CRF
cartography teams that definitively placed all the

vertical shafts, which were important to access
between the levels of the horizontal passages, at the

edges of the escarpment. This environment -- a
family dealing with the successes and hardships of
operating commercial caves during the depths of the
Great Depression

and vacation limiting gas rationing

in World War 11,and the growing presence of the
U.S. government with the establishment of Mammoth
Cave National Park in 1941 -- greatly shaped Bill's
life as he was growing up. Mammoth Cave National
Park, first proposed in the U.S. Congress in 1926,
was seen by the Thomas family and other
commercial

cave operators as a powerful

government

monopoly intent on driving private cave operators out
of business

A photo a/Bill Austin by his son Joe Austin.
Bill served in the U.S. Army in 1946, right at the
time the great demobilization following World War 11
had begun. He was assigned to the U. S. Army
Signal Corps, developing a life-long interest in
electronics

and communications.

Upon discharge,

he

enrolled in engineering at the University of Kentucky
in Lexington. He received a Bachelor of Science
degree in civil engineering in 1951. He met
Jacqueline Frost in Horse Cave in 1941 and they
were married in 1951. They took up residency on
Flint Ridge at what became known as the Austin
House, which was not far from the old Floyd Collins
Crystal Cave ticket office. Their children Virginia
and Joseph were born in 1952 and 1954, respectively.
Bill quickly started applying his engineering
experience in the family business, upgrading the
lighting in Mammoth Onyx Cave and installing what
in its day was the first high-voltage underground
lighting system in Crystal Cave. Those who have
seen the lights being turned on as they approached
the great upper entrance hall, the Grand Canyon
Avenue, that was, at that time, Floyd Collins burial
place can recall this breathtaking and artistically
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engineered stage-like lighting system as one of the
finest vistas anywhere underground.!
Events that led to the founding of the Cave

Research Foundation occurred in rapid succession in
the 1950s. Bill Austin was instrumental in all of
these, sometimes taking the lead but often staying in
the background and quietly encouraging others. Bill
was aware of the growing membership, publications,
and expeditions by the members of the National
Speleological Society and was both interested and
skeptical about the organization. However, in the
early 1950s, he and Jim Dyer, then still managing
Crystal Cave, permitted some NSS members, Joe

Lawrence among them, to make a caving trip in the
non-commercial parts of the Cave in 1951. It was a
lucky coincidence that Roger McClure and I, who
had caved in Ohio and Indiana, met Jim Dyer in
Columbus while we were at Ohio State University. It
was immediately after Jim and his family moved
there about a year after Lawrence's Crystal Cave trip.
In addition to being a cave guide and Crystal Cave's
manager, Jim was an expert photographer who had
encouraged Bill's own photographic interests. Earlier
he had been a midway guide at the 1932 Chicago
World's Fair. Jim had a natural flair for story telling
and showmanship, some of which he had imparted to
Bill. Jim, June, their daughter Myrna and son Rob,
lived only a few blocks north of the Ohio State
campus. We became friends. Dyer and Austin had
caved quite a bit in the late 1940s and early 1950s,
re-exploring the route to Floyd's Lost Passage and
other then-remote parts of Crystal Cave. McClure
and I were transfixed by Jim's stories, which he
sometimes embellished -- as any good yarn spinner
does. He was a founding member of the Central
Ohio GroUo of the NSS, along with Roger Brucker,
Burnell and Doris Ehman, Micky Storts and others

we recruited.
In time, Dyer suggested that McClure and I
should meet Bill Austin at Crystal Cave. In 1952,
armed with something that resembled a leUer of
introduction, Roger and I hitchhiked to Kentucky,
hiking the last stretch from Cave City to the old
Mammoth Cave Hotel late at night on a cold winter
evening with brilliant stars overhead. We crashed in
the hotel lobby in front of the remnants of a fire in
the big old fireplace. The next day we walked to
Crystal Cave to meet Bill, but he was not there! In a
few weeks, however, we drove to Kentucky with Jim
where we met Bill and Jacque and made a trip to
Floyd's Lost Passage.

! Collins' family moved his body to their family
gravesite at the Mammoth Cave Baptist Church after
Crystal Cave was closed as a commercial cave.

The planning of the NSS Floyd Collins Crystal
Cave Expedition of 1954 quickly followed. Bill's
interest in permitting the NSS expedition was
threefold: it might expand the known size of Crystal
Cave thus increasing the cave's economic value if the
cave was purchased by the government. Second, the
expedition's publicity would bolster ticket receipts.
Third, Bill was truly interested in cave exploration.
In retrospect, I would say that there were four
important legacies of the 1954 NSS expedition.
While the weeklong expedition did not greatly
expand the then known size of Crystal Cave, a lot
was learned about long-duration caving and the pros
and cons oflarge base-camp supported teams vs.
lean, fast moving exploring teams and this shaped our
subsequent Flint Ridge exploring strategy. Second,
newspaper and magazine publicity and the Joe
Lawrence-Roger Brucker book, The Caves Beyond:
The Story of the Floyd Collins' Crystal Cave
Expedition bolstered Crystal Cave's business and
helped raise the price that the government would
ultimately pay to acquire it, as it did in 1961, when it
closed the cave. Third, those of us in Ohio who had
been on the expedition cemented our personal
relationship with Bill and Jacque, which was
important to the founding ofCRF in 1955. Fourth,
Bill started a period of intense caving with Jack
Lehrberger, then an assistant professor of
mathematics and linguistics at the University of
Louisville.
It was Bill's finest period as a caver. The AustinLehrberger explorations, especially in Salts Cave, are
now legendary. Their discoveries included Indian
Avenue and much else in Lower Salts Cave. Their
trips were illicit, made though a locked NPS gate at
the Salts Cave entrance. Bill cleverly re-engineered
the gate so they could enter it but to the eyes of a
patrolling ranger it would appear to be locked. Jack
Lehrberger also started making solo Salts Cave trips
in the middle 1950s. A few years later after CRF was
underway and we were seeking our first master
agreement with the Park Service, the illicit caving
was an obstacle to negotiation. I requested that the
gate be restored so Salts Cave entry could only be
under NPS permission and the new NPS-CRF
agreement.
Once CRF was founded in 1955 events moved
even more quickly than they had in the first half of
the 1950s. Bill encouraged regular and systematic
CRF mapping expeditions and he suggested the
construction of the Spelee-Hut, the old bunkhouse
that was CRF's first "Kentucky headquarters." He
dug and blasted the Austin Entrance to facilitate
exploration. CRF began mounting many exploratory
and mapping expeditions each year. For all of these
field parties, Bill and Jacque were gracious hosts in
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their own small house. They enthusiastically
embraced the growing numbers of cavers, cartographers, and scientists who became a part ofCRF.
Bill avidly photographed CRF's exploratory and
scientific ventures. His photography expertise was
never more superbly evident than in the photography
he did for an early action archaeology project of Patty
Jo Watson's. The plan was to try to understand how
the Woodland Period Native Americans had explored
Salts Cave. Patty Jo recruited Red Watson, Jim
Knudstad, Bob Keller, Mickey Ehman and me, to
explore Upper Salts with cane torches, and in bathing
suits and barefoot, emulating Woodland Indians.
Bill's color photo's of this unique caving trip are
beautiful and are found in Archaeology.'
Bill and his uncle, E.R Pohl also gave me
valuable advice about how CRF could get along in
the community, and how to negotiate provisions of a
CRF agreement with the NPS, although I always had
to factor in how the federal government's heavy hand
concerning the purchase of Crystal Cave influenced
their counsel to me.
While all of this was unfolding in Kentucky, I
was also in Washington, D.C and Antarctica. The
International Geophysical Year was in progress and I
was involved in the study of glaciology on the Ross
Ice Shelf, a huge floating ice area contiguous to the
continent that is the size of France. To measure
glacial movement, we needed civil engineers. I
asked Bill whether he would be interested in a trip to
Antarctica. He said, "yes" with no hesitation. We
spent the 1957-58 austral summer together in a small
remote field camp on the ice shelf
It was in Antarctica in 1957, that Bill and I first
discussed the idea of making a trip up the Colorado
River through the Grand Canyon, something that had
been attempted several times since John Wesley
Powell's historic expedition down the Green and
Colorado Rivers in 1869. Since most in CRF -- then
and now -- know little about this expedition, I will
describe it and Bill's central role in it in a little detail
so its historic nature can be appreciatedJ At the time
we were planning the expedition fewer than 400
Patty Jo Watson, "Prehistoric Miners of Salts Cave,
Kentucky," Archaeology, vol. 19, no. 4,1966
3 From the mid-1970s to this year I have done much
white water rafting, including the entirety of the
Green-Colorado River System, including several
Grand Canyon trips, but these were all self-outfitted
expeditions. In 2000, I made a Grand Canyon trip
with Hatch River Expeditions and discovered that the
boatmen and boatwomen who guide in the Canyon
have a great curiosity about the 1960 jet boat trip.
They know of the expedition but know little about it.
They eagerly pressed me for an account.
2

people had been through the Grand Canyon. All
uprun attempts had failed. The inspiration for the
idea came from Beyond the Hundredth Meridian,
Wallace Stegner's biography of Powell, which I was

reading "on the ice," and from our having become
acquainted with a new water turbine jet boat being
perfected by C.W.F. Hamilton Ltd. of Christchurch,
NZ. This craft had ideal characteristics for battling
the heavy rapids: it was highly maneuverable, had no
rudder or propeller protruding beneath the hull, and
could operate in very shallow water which suggested
that in some of the biggest rapids the boat could
sneak around the worst of the turbulence. I also
knew that an uprun attempt had to take advantage of
the spring runoff and that beyond 1963 when Glen
Canyon Dam closed, it would be far less likely that
an uprun would ever be successful. Bill agreed.
Bill Austin deserves central credit for
masterminding the Grand Canyon upnm expedition, a
feat that has never been repeated. He quickly began
to assemble the pieces of what would become a huge
campaign. By the autumn of 1958 Bill had
purchased a Hamilton jet boat and had it shipped to
the u.S. Bill made contact with Otis (Dock) Marston, the leading authority on the Grand Canyon, and
recruited him to the expedition. With Bill and Peg
Hamilton, he explored the lower part of the Canyon
testing the jet boat in rapids. They then took the jet
boat for a test on the Main Salmon River in Idaho.
Austin and the Hamiltons worked up a licensing
agreement with Indiana Gear Works to have jet boats
manufactured and marketed in the States as the
Buehler Turbocraft. Gear Works President John
Buehler was intrigued with the uprun attempt because
he thought it would become a good marketing and
advertising strategy if the uprun were successful.
Bill, Jacque, Virginia and Joe moved to Indianapolis
for the duration of the planning. The strategy was to
take advantage of the spring runoff of 50,000-80,000
cubic feet per second flow (cusecs) for the
downstream trip and have substantial flow for the
upstream attempt. Starting at Lee's Ferry, we would
layout gasoline caches for the upstream attempt and
test the boats out at many rapids going down river.
Then after re-supply in Boulder City a smaller party
would attempt the uprun. The logistics were
formidable: the down stream party would start with
1500 gallons of high-octane gasoline. An additional
400 gallons came down the Bright Angel Trail by
mule train to meet the river party. Another fuel resupply at the lower end of the Canyon involved
sending 550 gallons over the rim in a 1000-foot long
hose into empty drums that had been carried down
the Whitmore Wash Trail. A final fuel cache was to
be put in place at the upper end of Lake Mead by
Hatch River Expeditions. It was a conservative
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strategy, with enough fuel to return four boats all the
way to Lake Mead if the uprun attempt failed at a
rapid in the upper end of the Grand Canyon.
The party was an amalgam of experience and
interests. Dock Marston had several members from
his previous Canyon trips. Four New Zealanders-Jon and Joyce Hamilton and Guy and Margie
Mannering -- came to the States for campaign. There
was four staff from the Indiana Gear Works. Finally
there were Bill and Buzz Belknap, Bill Austin and
Phil Smith. Micky Storts, caught up in the
excitement of the expedition, joined a rim party that
would look down into the Canyon at several vantage
points to check on our progress.
The downstream expedition started in early May
1960. We met with disaster because oflow water
flow -- there was an exceptionally late spring
snowmelt and runoff in the Colorado River System.
One of the 24-foot boats was badly holed. We
retreated to our respective jobs, and the New
Zealanders toured the southwest with Jacque Austin.
We started again on June 16, this time with flows
about 70,000 cusecs. We successfully negotiated
rapids but with some holing of the fiberglass hulls of
the jet boats, requiring working with fiberglass for
repairs in IIOF heat. The first of two major accidents
occurred at Lava Falls, the largest in the Grand
Canyon. Bill suffered a compound fracture of his left
lower leg. We were able to make contact with the
U.S. Air Force, which sent a new jet turbine
helicopter into the Canyon. I left on the helicopter
with Bill, intent on getting him to a hospital and good
medical care in Las Vegas. The party subsequently
reached Boulder City and spent a week in repairs and
restocking. In early July, a smaller party started
upriver in four I 8-foot jet boats. A second serious
accident occurred in a rapid a few miles upstream of
Bright Angel Trail and Phantom Ranch. One of the
boats literally disintegrated from fatigue of the
fiberglass hull and deck. Two members of the uprun
party hiked out to the South Rim. Three boats
reached Lee's Ferry on July 12, 1960 completing the
first and only round trip traverse of the Colorado
River through the Grand Canyon. In the end, neither
Bill nor I was in on the fmish of this grand adventure
that we had hatched up three years earlier in
Antarctica. We talked about another trip, but it was
not to be. It is unlikely that this historic trip will ever
be repeated since the controlled flows of water from
Glen Canyon into the Grand Canyon are insufficient
for an upstream trip.
After the purchase of Crystal Cave by the
govermnent Bill joined the Office of Polar Programs
at the National Science Foundation. He and Jacque
moved to Washington in late 1963. Bill became the
chief engineer for the U.S. Antarctic Research

Program (USARP), a position he held until 197 I. He
made many trips to Antarctica. He was principally
responsible for the design of research stations
including Palmer Station a marine research station on
the Antarctic Peninsula and Eights and Siple Stations,
small ionosphere research stations of modular design
that were airlifted by ski-equipped C-130 aircraft
1,600 and 1,450 miles respectively to points
favorable for ionospheric measurements made
simultaneously with a partner station at Resolute in
the Canadian Arctic.
Bill's biggest engineering achievement was the
design of a station at the South Pole. By the late
1960s the original station, occupied during the IGY
in 1956 had become buried under accumulating ice
and snow. Bill designed a replacement station of
several laboratory and living buildings that were
beneath a geodesic dome. The "new" Pole Station
and Palmer Station have been continuously occupied
since their construction. A third Pole Station that
will replace the station Bill built in the late 1960s is
now under construction by USARP.
Although it was a period in Bill's life that was
filled with success and many accolades, it was also
an unhappy time. He was restless and depressed,
suffering from a condition that has been termed "the
Mt. Everest syndrome." Many climbers, polar

explorers, and lunar astronauts, among others, have
felt that their futures held less excitement and
prospect than their past exploits; I have known a
number of highly accomplished explorers who

experienced the depression. Gifted writers, artists,
poets, and others, also have faced this same issue. It

is one side of creative genius. Bill was in this same
genre of talented people who have set extremely high
standards for themselves and wrestled with over their
lives. This depression was, I think, at the heart of a
troubling period in Bill's life. Like many others, he
became an alcoholic, an addiction he later mastered.
Bill and Jacque divorced in 1969. Jacque stayed in
Washington for a number of years, developing a
highly successful educational travel program for the
Smithsonian Institution's National Membership
Program that she directed. She now resides in Santa
Fe, NM. Bill returned to Kentucky in 1972.
The final phase of Bill's life was a happy one.
He met Judy Wood and they married in 1972. Judy
hailed from Australia. She became Bill's partner in
re-developing the tourist industry in Horse Cave.
Their marriage, and Bill's new activities, gave him a
new lease on life. They had a daughter Mary Thomas
Austin, now an M.D, born in 1974.
By the time Bill returned to Kentucky the
economic effects ofInterstate 65, which had been
completed in 1968, were plainly evident in Horse
Cave, Cave City, and Park City. The old downtown
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core of the towns aloog the old Route 31 W-- Main
Street in each town -- that brought visitors to the
communities was scarcely traveled and the towns
were dying. Bill and other businessmen were
successful in getting the pollution that had closed
Hidden River Cave cleaned up, with the development
of a regional sanitation authority in 1989. Bill talked
the leaders of the American Cave Conservation
Association, at the time located in Richmond, VA, to
move their headquarters to Horse Cave and it became
another anchor in the town's tum around. Five years
later Hidden River Cave reopened under the
management of the American Cave Conservation
Association. Bill and Judy developed "Kentucky
Down Under," a zoo populated with Australia's
unique marsupials and other Australian species.
They founded the Horse Cave Theatre, which has
become a successful regional summer theatre. The
theatre has become another way that the community
and tourists can come together in Horse Cave
bringing vitality to the town.
These projects and others used Bill's energies
and imagination fully. He continued to give advice
to the leaders of CRF but stayed in the background in

its day-to-day affairs. In his last years he battled
cancer that had reached remission. Bill approached
his cancer with the sarne intellectual curiosity and
stubborn determination that he had exercised in
difficult problems in engineering, exploration, and

business.
Bill is survived by his wife Judy, their daughter
Mary Austin and her husband Stephen Hodges of
Nashville, TN, and two children, Virginia Austin of
Washington, DC and Joseph of Thompson Station,
TN from his first marriage to Jacque Austin.
Bill's legendary roles in caving, Grand Canyon
exploration, Antarctica, and in his work as a
businessman in Horse Cave have inspired several
successive generations of players in all these diverse
realms. He set high and exacting standards for
himself, and others. His friendship was not easily
gained because he had the reserve of a Kentuckian
who felt the need to test out a new acquaintance
before his friendship was extended. Once you
became Bill's friend, he was a devoted and fierce
advocate of your interests. Few will rank any higher
in the history of the Cave Research Foundation and in
the history of American cave exploration.

Burn Hamilton Valley? Options for Future Management
By Mick Sutton and Sue Hagan
On May 17'" a special field trip was held at
Hamilton Valley. The main aim was to have two
experts, CRF's own Dr. Tom Poulson, and Randy
Seymour (author of Wildflowers of the Mammoth
Cave Region) share their expertise in assessing the
botanical resources of the CRF property. Other
attendees were Roger McClure, Stan and Kay Sides,
Rick Olson, Sue Hagan, and Mick Sutton. In
addition, Dave Hanson took part in some of the pre
and post trip discussions. The trip focused on the
open meadow areas. In summary, our meadows are
heavy in exotic plants such as fescue grass, but
include significant patches with native prairie plants.
Randy Seymour has turned his extensive
Kentucky landholdings into a valuable cash crop of
native plants. It's conceivable that CRF could
eventually raise some revenue in similar fashion, but
for now CRF's land management is oriented toward
developing a scenic and natural landscape.
There is, however, no consensus on what

constitutes a "natural landscape. Pre-aboriginal
conditions differed from pre-contact conditions and
tl

from post-settlement conditions. Aboriginal-set fires
certainly supplemented lightning-caused fires,
resulting in an increase in fire dependent plant
communities. The pre-contact landscape would
presumably have consisted of a mosaic of forest,
pasture, and savannah, with the particular mix

depending on factors such as slope aspect, and
underlying rock type. Some settings support fire
dependent communities and some do not. The edges
between forest and open landscape would have
fluctuated over time depending on. among other
factors, the fire history at a particular site. Fire
dependent communities have declined greatly with
post-settlement fire suppression. Nothing we do is
going to result in an entirely "natural" landscape, but
there seems to be consensus that we want to retain
the current viewshed by preventing succession to
scrub and forest in the open areas, and we would like
to promote a healthy forest on the hillsides.
Roger McClure and other members of the Land
Management team have done a fantastic job of
managing the property, principally through clean-up
(hauling out trash, tearing down old wire,
establishing a nature trail around the boundary) and
through mowing and cutting. This has resulted in not
only creating a visually pleasing view from the
Research Facility's balcony, but mowing has been the
principal contributor to renewed growth of native
species. A prime example is the patch of rattlesnake
master, the highlight of one of the high-quality
prairie-like patches. As Patty Jo Watson found in
Salts Cave, this plant was widely used by Native
Americans for making sandals and other items for
daily use, but rattlesnake master has all but
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disappeared in modem times. Mowing has done well
for the rattlesnake master patch in Hamilton Valley,
but a limit to this has been reached owing to thatch
build-up, which will inhibit seed germination and
establishment of new plants. In addition to
rattlesnake master, the walk revealed a fair number of
other native forbs, but also an alarming number of
invasive species, such as Japanese honeysuckle.
The dominant native grass in the region (as much
as 75% of total native grasses) is Indian grass. This
tends to predominate on slopes that have a lot oflittle
bluestem on the tops, and big bluestem in the
bottoms. At Hamilton Valley, Indian grass is, true to
form, the predominant native and there is also little
bluestem, but not much big bluestem, possibly a
result of the thin soils. To the right of the bam is
another very high quality patch with native prairie
plants, indicated by a compass plant relative, a South
Central Kentucky endemic. Randy was very enthused
over this patch and asked permission to return later in
the summer to collect seed. The thick goldenrod
patch near the old house and bam is a low-quality
successional community thriving in what was a com
field. Many years of com cultivation has depleted the
seed stock and seed bank of desirable natives. We
also examined the Deere Sink area, where bluebells
(Mertensia) are profuse in early spring. Rick Olson
then showed us an overgrown glade area along the
boundary with the Sides' farm, with potential for
restoration. The area includes very large, old post
oaks with fire scars.
Both Randy Seymour and Dr. Poulson are strong
advocates for using prescribed bums for native plant
restoration and removal of exotics. Randy made the
interesting point that, given the presumed extent of
pre-contact burning over the Mammoth Cave watershed, there was probably a significant effect on cave
stream ecology, i.e., the quality of water input in
terms of pH, soluble nutrients, etc. would have been
different with extensive burning than with the historic
regime of fire suppression. Is fire suppression having
detrimental effects on native cave stream ecology?
Rnndy suggested that the best solution for prairie
establishment or restoration is controlled burning on
a 3-year rotation (i.e., divide into three small areas
and burn each once every three years to prevent
killing off native animal species). Alternating spring
and fall burns would inhibit alien cool-season grasses
and stop native warm-season grasses from inhibiting
native forbs. We would first need to check for the
presence of the rattlesnake master stem borer moth.
The moth is a federally listed endangered species and
is dependent on rattlesnake master. Ifthe moth is
present, burning needs to be timed to avoid harming
it. As a poorer alternative to burning, the rattlesnake
master patch could be raked after each mowing to

reduce thatch build-up. But this is more labor
intensive, and burning has other advantages, such as
encouraging certain native plants that depend on fIre
and smoke to trigger germination. As a cautionary
note, the cedar grove in the sinkhole behind the main
rattlesnake patch is too dense for burning, and would
have to be cut by hand. Once a cedar patch is under
control from hand-cutting, the clearing can be most
easily maintained by burning about every 5 years.
For areas lacking significant prairie indicator
plants, the recommended procedure is to start from
scratch by first establishing native grasses, then
sowing native forbs. Grasses can be established in a
single season. Protocols call for herbicide use in late
summer, before seed set, and again in spring prior to
sowing with native seed mid May through late June.
Tilling is not recommended-the resulting erosion
restricts germination. The main herbicide mentioned
was Plateau, which can be used over native warmseason grasses without harming them. It knocks out
fescue and other alien cold-season grasses, together
with other nuisances such as Japanese honeysuckle.
Seed and herbicide can be expensive ($1700 an acre
by one estimate), and we would want to be sure that
we're not using persistent chemicals, or any toxin that
winds up in the groundwater.
Where do we go from here? The obvious place to
start is with the high quality remnant patches. First,
we need to get additional advice on how best to
enhance these patches. Randy recommended the
Nature Conservancy as one likely source of advice,
and they are experienced in bum management.
Another potential source is the Kentucky Fish and
Wildlife Service who offer guidance on such topics
as land management, prescribed bums, and mowing.
If prescribed bums become a management tool at
Hamilton Valley, expert guidance will be essential,
and volunteers will be needed to assist. If prairie
establishment from scratch becomes a goal, fundraising will need to be conducted.
CRF will eventually come up with long-term
land management objectives and strategies, protocols
which, hopefully, will encourage the high-quality
remnants of native species and discourage alien and
invasive species. Moving in the direction of natural
landscaping also moves in the direction oflower
maintenance, with ultimately less mowing and treecutting. Mowing will never be entirely eliminated,
but it should be significantly reduced if we wind up
with extensive areas in native prairie. But most
importantly, Hamilton Valley has the potential to
provide a place for research-based land management
of a world-class karst resource.
Acknowledgements: Thanks to Tom Poulson and
Rick Olson for their helpful comments.
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Introducing

the Cave Conservancy

of Hawaii

By Don Coons
Cave exploration beneath the Big Island of
Hawaii follows many parallels to the history of
exploration in Mammoth Cave, Kentucky. Other
than the obvious fact that one area is developed in
lava and the other in limestone, the two locales have
much in common. The countryside of both cave
regions is wild and rugged, with relatively few
inhabitants per square mile. A unique geologic
setting has developed many hundreds of miles of
underground passages in both areas. Early day
inhabitants used the caves extensively and have left
behind many a telltale clue to their past activities.
Both areas have been designated as UNESCO World
Heritage Sites. Present day exploration and
documentation of these two very different geologic
types proves to be a highly interesting and
challenging pursuit.
Early work on the Big Island was begun by
several pioneers in the field. Dr. Francis Howarth
discovered the first troglobitic insects in Hawaiian
lava tubes in 1971. He has explored countless miles
of underground byways while searching for
additional species, and the current total is more than
for any other state. A new focus on evolution of
cave adapted species in the tropics and in lava tubes
has developed around his work. Dr. Fred Stone has
worked with Frank Howarth since the early 1980s,
and in 1982, they formed the Hawai'i Cave
Conservation Task Force of the National
Speleological Society to record and protect the
natural and cultural resources ofHawai'i's caves.
This work resulted in cave resource inventories and
management plans for several federal and state
agencies. cave preserves on Kaua'j and Maui, and
two Kaua'j cave species added to the Federal
endangered species list.
Another early attempt to organize Hawai'j's cave
surveys was begun by two long time members of the
Cave Research Foundation, William Halliday and
Spike Werner of Salts Cave fame. Together they
formed the Hawaiian Speleological Survey (HSS).
They were originally sanctioned as an Internal
Organization of the National Speleological Society in
1989 and accepted as a Project in the fall of 1997. To
date the survey has located more than 1,000 cave
entrances on the Big Island of Hawaii and recorded
more than 175 miles of digital survey data. Most of
this volume of work has been collected beneath the
three active volcanoes on the island, Mauna Loa,
Kilauea, and Hualalai. The HSS files are stored in
the USGS facility at Hawaii Volcanoes Observatory
on the rim of Kilauea Crater.

The last decade has recorded efforts by too many
individual cavers to mention. Highlights include a
40-mile long single cave survey in Kazumura
completed by Kevin Allred, Carlene Allred, and
Mike Shambaugh in 1997. Their efforts also began a
project that has accumulated more than 13 miles of
cave survey in Emesine Cave. This project is
currently headed by the author and promises to yield
much more virgin frontier over the coming years.
Two more cave systems have passed the I5-mile
mark on the island. John Rosenfeld has headed the
Hualalai Ranch Cave Project and the Kipuka
Kanohina Cave System Project has been co-led by
the author and Ric Elhard. Last, but not least, are the
amazing efforts of Hazel and Doug Medville in
documenting tens of miles of cave passage on the
flanks of Hualalai and Mauna Loa volcanoes.
An informal agreement for cooperation between
the Hawaiian Speleological Survey and the Cave
Research Foundation was recognized in the fall of
1997. Many current day CRF members have visited
the island and helped to make these projects the
success stories that they have become. Names
include; Patty Kambesis, Mick and Sue Sutton, Joyce
Hoffmaster, Cindy Heazlit, Chris Groves, Russell
Connor and Dick Maxey. Their largest projects to
date include Big Red Cave, the Hue Hue system,
Under the Wall and Kaupulel caves.

This overhead skylight is named the Heart's Delight.
It is currently owned by one of our directors and
leased to the conservancy. Photo by Don Coons.
Many of these caves lie beneath public lands,
and the projects have been conducted with the
cooperation of federal and state officials. The
Hawaii state Department of Land and Natural
Resources administers both forest and wildlife
preserves. The federally controlled Hawaii
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Volcanoes National Park administers a large section
of both Kilauea and Mauna Loa volcanoes. Other
projects have been carried out on privately owned
lands. A development company that plans on
constructing a golf resort in the area currently leases
the Haualalai Ranch System. In a cooperative effort
with the caving community, they have agreed to
change their plans so that a green space will be
created over the known cave passages.

Private individuals own many more caves on the
island. These properties will one day be slated for
development. The Kipuka Kanohina Cave System

http://www.caves.orglconservancy/cch/cch.htm
The members of the Cave Conservancy of
Ha waii thank you.
Don Coons, president, 586 E. 9fu Rd., Rutland,
IL 61358
Ric Elhard, secretary, Box 6313, Ocean View,

ID 96737
Cindy Heazlit, treasurer, 5672 Bluegrass Lane,
San Jose, CA 95118-3513

lies in one subdivision. In an effort to preserve this
valuable spelean resource, a new cave conservancy

Rose Herrera, director, Box 6313 Ocean View,
ID 96737

has been formed on the island. It is named the Cave
Conservancy of Hawaii and is registered as a
501(c)(3) non-profit corporation within the state.
Purchasing and/or leasing as much as possible of the
Kipuka Kanohina System is their first officially
recognized project.
The members of the Cave Conservancy would

Mike Warner, director, PO Box ]0, Schoharie,
NY 12157-0010

like to introduce themselves

Crissy Fratten, director, 711 Captiva Ct.,

to the members of the

Cave Research Foundation and officially invite all of
you to join all of us in our caving activities on the
Big Island. We will look forward to seeing you all

there and encourage you in the meantime to visit our

Steve Lewis, director, PO Box 53, Tenakee
Springs, AK 99841

Huntsville, AL 35803
Dr. Fred Stone, director, PO Box 1430,
Kurtistown, ID 96760-1430

web page at:

Penelope Pooler lends an element of charm to a beautiful rimstone feature
in the Cordbinder section of the system. Photo by Don Coons.
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Lilburn Cave: March 22, 2003
By Paul Nelson
The first trip of the year occurred just after a wet
spring and recent snowfall. The access road down
from the main highway was covered in snow and its
possibility was uncertain. The road from below was
also uncertain due to recent storms and tree fall.
Everyone made arrangements to travel vehicles with
4wd. An early Friday crew consisting of Jay and
Abby Snow traveled from Badger, up to the main
highway and reported the road was clear from below
and passable, but with patches of snow, with 4wd
from the main highway. Those leaving later could
take the shorter route. I was supposed to meet others
with a 4wd, but was unable to leave work early, so I
would be on my own. My Audi had AWD, but no
clearance, so I decided to take the road down from
the main highway. There were spots when the snow
scraped the bottom of my car, but I made it down the
road. Going up would be interesting.
The participants for the weekend were: Paul
Nelson (leader), John Tinsley, Bill Frantz, Damian
Grindley, Abby Snow, Jay Snow, Roger Mortimer,
Kirsten Ankiewicz, and Mark Cichansk. Before
having fun, the task of getting the cabin water system
operational was priority number one. After cleaning

up the basing, fixing damaged lines, flushing the
system, the system was working within an hour.
With no new maps from Peter Bosted to show
going leads, the locations for survey were limited to
those with the knowledge of going leads from the
previous trip. It was decided to send two survey
groups to a new area called Low Hanging Fruit.
Group A was Damian, Abby, and Bill. They spent 9
hours checking various leads that dido't go, and they
surveyed a connection between WP39 and WX8.
Group B was Paul and Mark, who spent nine hours to
survey 80 feet in a room below station WP77.
Roger and Mortimer exited the cave early, so
they did trail maintenance from the cabin the Lilburn
entrance. They spent about 3 hours trimming trees
and clearing debris.
With the high water levels, Jay Snow took the
opportunity to do the annual rope cleaning in the
stream that only flows in early spring. (Thank you
Jay!). He spent five hours cleaning all the ropes,
chopping wood, and water system maintenance.
On Sunday everyone left fairly early to hike out.
Several people took the low road out and stopped at
the roadside cafe in Badger for lunch.

Lilburn Cave: May 24-26, 2003
By Jed Mosenfelder
Memorial Day saw a full crew of 15 cavers down
in Redwood Canyon for a weekend of exploration,
formation restoration, aid climbing, tiny-passage
pushing, digging, and maintenance in the cave.
On Saturday four groups formed and piled into
the cave. A group of super-thin cavers consisting of
Art Fortini, Matt and Elizabeth Covington went to a
tight climbing lead in the Opera House section of the
Northern end of the cave. The crack soon opened into
a short walking fissure that led back into known
passage. They pushed several other leads in this area
that all ended in chokes. Meanwhile, in the southern
end of the cave, Bill Frantz led Will Heltsley, Marc
Solomon and Ann Bosted on a restoration trip to the
Jefferson Memorial. They cleaned about eight feet of
flowstone below the memorial. Damian Grindley,
Paul Nelson, Roger Mortimer and Marek Cichanski
went to an area near the triangular ladder and netted
332' of survey including some areas previously
known but missing on the map quads as well as --40'
of virgin, ascending streamway passage. All in all,

this "mop-up" trip racked up more footage than the
average survey trip to Lilburn and resulted in several
loop tie-ins. The fourth group consisted of Peter
Bosted, Brad Hacker and Jed Mosenfelder. They
went to the Low-hanging Fruit area, discovered last
year, via the new dry but somewhat claustrophobic
route that heads off Meyer Parallel, thereby
bypassing the Enchanted River. They started by
resurveying about ten stations of passage surveyed
the previous November, the notes for which had been
lost. Brad opened up a small slot in the floor that had
been previously marked as "too tight". This led to
about 350' of new passage, consisting of sinuous
canyons alternating with steep "pancake" rooms and
a couple short sections of nice walking passage with
clean marble, some flowstone and short soda straws.
After exhausting all the leads in this new section, the
group headed to the "Fruit" room of Low-Hanging
Fruit to do an aid climb. Jed placed one bolt enabling
him to mantle up onto a muddy ledge, from where he
could see that the climb merely led to a dead-end
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alcove. They ended the trip with a total of 430'
surveyed in 56 stations.
The next day saw a lot of tired cavers. Elizabeth
elected to do homework on the surface while Will,
Peter, and Ann decided to hike out of the canyon.
Brad, Damian and Jed also stayed on the surface to
check out some of the old digging projects. Little
progress was made in the old dig sites but a new hole
was opened up close to the river bed through the
Herculean efforts of Damian and Brad, with some
assistance from Jed and Peter and moral support and
entertainment from 8-year old Isaac Hurtt. The dig
leads to a very tight chimney heading straight down
into blackness, which will require thinner cavers to

push. Meanwhile, three groups headed into the cave.
Howard Hurtt accompanied Roger and Bill on a fast

entrance-lo-entrance maintenance trip to replace
aging heat packs in the first-aid kits. Paul, Marc, and
Marek went on a quad-checking trip to the Canopy
area. Finally, Art and Malt went to the Angel's Perch

to pursue more leads requiring skinny cavers and met
with more success than the previous day. A thin
fissure was pushed for about 50' of survey into a
small room with a boulder choke at the end of it. A
second lead starting as a low crawl was pushed until
it opened up into walking passage, which also
pinched in a cobble choke after about 50 feet.

Lilburn Cave: July 4, 2003 CRF Expedition to the Redwood Canyon Karst
By John C. Tinsley, Expedition
Fourteen doughty subterranean denizens and
sympathizers trekked to the Lilburn Field Station the
July 4-6 weekend expedition. The lupine was just
past prime, and most streams were still flowing,
including Contact Falls, which nourishes a fine
swimming hole. Several joint venturers decided to
make it a 4-day weekend and took Thursday off of
work, leading to a trail-clearing and woodpile
replenishment extravaganza that was exceeded in
enthusiasm only by the intense clouds of mosquitoes
that voraciously assaulted everyone during the early
morning and early evening hours. But it is that time
of year in the Sierra Nevada when every living thing
is trying to make a living during the summer season.
Mike Spiess, Mike's daughter Kate, Bill Frantz,
Peter Bosted, John Tinsley, Kyle Dwyer and Michael
Cooper hiked into Redwood Canyon on Thursday
afternoon. They cleared trail, replenished the
firewood supply in preparation for the forthcoming
NSS Convention trips to Lilburn Cave, and Peter
upheld the science banner by making the initial series
of measurements of air flow and temperature at

various cave entrances, blowing sinkholes and
swallets, using a hot-wire anemometer device. Most
folks bedded down early, in anticipation of a big day
of caving the next morning.
On July 4, the early arrivals discovered that most
of the remaining expeditionaries had arrived during
the late evening to wee morning hours, with a total of
14 persons in camp. Bill Frantz, Marek Cichanski,
Kyle Dwyer and Chuck Lee traveled down River Pit
to subterranean Redwood Creek, thence upriver to
sketched but unsurveyed passage above the river.
However, the proper route eluded them, so they
surveyed a passage marked "goes" on the map, and
netted a hard-won 88 feet of new survey. Paul
Nelson, Michael Cooper, and Barry Oost (who works

Leader

as a tour guide-operator at Sequoia Natural History
Association's Crystal Cave) went to survey a lead off
the Enchanted River, above the IS-Foot Falls. The
giant step across proved too daunting, so they
completed the installation of a phone box at Lake
Room Junction and exited via Meyer Pit, making a
through trip from entrance to entrance. Mike Spiess,
Kate Spiess, and John Tinsley serviced sediment
samplers in the central part of the cave (White Rapids
and Lake Room). Then Mike made certain he could
find the way from entrance to entrance via any of
several routes. Mike will be leading some trips to
Lilburn during the NSS Convention, and wanted to
refresh his recollection of the key routes. Peter
Bosted, Shane Fryer (Assistant Cave Management
Specialist and SEKI GIS jock) and Will Heltsley
journeyed to the Outback via Hog Heaven. They
surveyed 170 feet in 28 stations, de-rigged the
traverse rope at Apricot Pit, mopped up a lead in
Beanie Baby Borehole and took digital photos, as
well as made some additional anemometer readings.
On July 5, after the long trips of Friday, engines
fired more slowly after a suite of leisurely breakfasts
were prepared and consumed. Tinsley wandered off
to Pebble Pile Sink to measure slope angles on the
eroding high wall of the sink, in support of his
coming paper at the NSS Convention. He also
wandered down to Big Spring and made a
measurement of airflow using Bosted's anemometer
at a small potential entrance further downstream in
Pebble Pile Creek (there wasn't any airflow at the
time Tinsley was there, however). Bill Frantz, Barry
Oost, and Marek Cichanski returned to the Jefferson
Memorial and completed the rough cleaning of the
flowstone, and stopped at the Bacon Rind Room on
the return trip to show Barry some of the pretties
Lilburn has to offer. Peter Bosted, Shane Fryer and
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Will Heltsley took a 25-foot rope and went to the 15Foot Falls area that defeated the Nelson party the day
before. They reached the lead, but unfortunately,
Peter was too large for the lead, and had to cool his
heels part of the time while the team surveyed 150
feet in 40 stations. They exited via Meyer Entrance,
de-rigging the rope and cable ladder on their way out.
Nelson, Dwyer, and Cooper proclaimed themselves
"The Boys From South Park" went to South Seas
Junction to install a phone box and re-survey a
complex area near there.
Survey totals for this expedition, pending Peter
Bosted's confirmation, are about 408 feet of new

survey, several improved loop closures, and perhaps
100 feet of resurvey.
On July 6, the early risers saw Chuck Lee and
Paige Johnson off to an early start up the trail, then
all hands cleaned up the cabin, washed dishes,
swatted mosquitoes, and got on the trail by II AM.
All exited the canyon safely, and then vied with the
hoards of holiday revelers who were returning from
various parts of California. Interstate 80 was backed
up to Maryville from Sacramento, and good old 152
was backed up from Gilroy to 2 miles east of Bell
Station. The SF Bay Area folks made it home
between 5 and 7 PM.

Mammoth Cave: New Year's, December 27-29,2002
Expedition Leader, Ralph Earlandson
The New Year's Expedition was attended by 20
people who caved. Most participants were experienced CRF cavers, and there were no problems with
personnel, overdue parties, or weather conditions. A
total of 1,248 feet was surveyed inside the park, all
resurvey. In Roppel 344 feet was surveyed, all new
survey.
Due to a mixup with the keys, four of the five
parties wound up in Bedquilt. The first party had as
their objective Wow Shaft, off of Omega Trail, but
they were unable to find the correct passage. They
resurveyed about 80 feet in a randomly chosen
passage. A second team traveling with the first also
had difficulties locating their objective, and ended up
resurveying 116 feet. The third Bedquilt party had the
Silver Lining Passage as their destination, and they
mapped a total of 455 feet. The fourth Bedquilt party

went to the KA Chimney and surveyed 597 feet in a
stream canyon. They tied in to several other surveys
and closed some loops.
The fifth party went to RoppeI. Their objective
was the Metro Dome Area off the North Crouch. The
survey progressed slowly, because there was "no
floor, few hand or foot holds and a great deal of
slippery mud." A total of 344 feet was surveyed.
Thanks to Rick Toomey, Elizabeth Winkler,
Dave West, Bob Osburn and others for their support,
and many thanks to Jenny Earlandson for her role as
camp manager and chief cook.
Bedquilt

Entrance

- 1) Bob Osburn, Petc Rogers, Sheila Sands; 2)

Bob Zimmerman, Rick Toomey, Rick Williams, Dan Greger; 3)
Dave West, Karen Willmcs, Joyce Hoffmaster, Micaela Evans; 4)
Bob Alderson, Dan Henry, Roger Smith, Dan Williams; Roppel
Cave - Elizabeth Winkler, John Feil, Dick Market, Erik Sikora.

Mammoth Cave: Presidents' Day, February 14-17, 2003
Expedition Leader, Phil DiBlasi
Two and one half inches ofrain fell on the area
on Friday, and as a result, lower level and river leads
had to be abandoned. When the high water level on
the Green River caused the ferry to close, trips to
Wilson and Ganter Caves had to be canceled as well.
The wet forecast convinced the Roppel Cave
team to change their objective from Logsdon River to
Bridges Breakdown, where they mapped about 450
feet in an area of pits and domes. On the way out,
they noted that all the waterfalls were way, way up.
The last crawlway to Arlie Way normally has a
trickle stream about an inch deep, but instead they
found a "frothing, rushing mass of water about 2'
deep." Fortunately, there was still nearly a foot of air
space, so without waiting for the water to rise any
more they plunged in.

The crew going to Albert's Domes familiarized
themselves with this area to begin organization of
survey efforts in this area of the cave. They could not
actually enter Albert's Domes because "there was a
torrent of water coming down from all the rain." One
of the crews entering the Historic Entrance to survey
in Carlos Way acquired 342.2 feet of new survey and
finished off an upper level lead. The passage ended in
a room about 15 feet wide, 20 feet long, and 4 feet
tall, which was a nice change from the preceding 50
stations of crawl way. A large Marion Avenue crew
broke into two smaller parties. One team drew
profiles while the other dropped a 35-foot shaft. Two
other crews went to Ingalls Way (Brucker
Breakdown area). The first crew encountered a
substantial waterfall at their survey objective.
Regardless of conditions the survey objectives were
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met and numerous surveys were tied together. The
second Ingalls Way crew was able to tie together
stations of the E, V, W, I and A surveys.
On the second day of the expedition, several
attendees left in an effort to beat the freezing rain. In
spite of the weather, a team worked to GPS and
inventory the geology of the sinkholes in the bottom
of Hamilton Valley. Two crews were sent
underground. The Albert's Domes party continued
learning the routes and resources into and throughout
the area. The second crew went to Emily's Puzzle.
After resketching a confusing area, they continued
the D-survey into a canyon. However, in

understanding the area and the existing survey, the
crew realized there is much work that needs to be
accomplished there.
Roppel Cave - lames Wells, Mark loop, Peter Zabrok; Alberts
Domes - 1) Ed Klausner, Scott House, Charles Fox, Greg
Holbrook; 2) Ed Klausner, Mark Miller, Bob Hoke, Bob Hall,
Peter Zabrok; Carlos Way - Dave West, Karen Willmes, Bob
Hoke, Bob Thurner; Marion Avenue - Bob Osburn, Rick Olson,
Doug Alderman, Mark Miller, Red Watson; Ingalls Way - 1) Paul
Cannaley. Bob Hall, Tom Brucker, Shanna Bradley; 2) John
Lovaas, Dawn Ryan, Roger McClure, Jason Walz; Emily's Puzzle
- Dave West, Karen Willmes, John Lovaas, Dawn Ryan; Hamilton
Valley - Red Watson, Roger McClure, Tom Brucker.

Mammoth Cave: Memorial Day, May 23-26, 2003
Expedition

Leaders, Rick Toomey and Elizabeth Winkler

Overall it was a quite successful expedition. We
fielded 16 parties for a total of 60 people-days,
surveying about 2,820 feet (new survey) and 1,290
feet (resurvey). In addition, photography and
biological inventory were also well represented. We
sent parties to the Emily's Puzzle area, Ingall's Way,
BWOB, and Lower Arlie Way in the system. We also
fielded parties to Wilson Cave, Silent Grove
Springhouse Cave, Bluff Cave, Hidden River, Great
Onyx, and a cave (yet to be named) in the First Creek
drainage identified as significant by Science and
Resource Management.
The new cartographer for Great Onyx spent both
Saturday and Sunday getting an introduction to the
cave, as well as accomplishing some
photodocumentation and survey.
A biological reconnaissance party checked out
Bluff Cave. They noted extensive woodrat latrines
and massive middens and one active nest, indicating
that this is an important site for this species. Also
observed were Eastern Pipistrelle bats, Hadenoecus
cave crickets of all sizes, one Meta spider, a few
Heliomyzid flies, and small spider egg cases. They
went back the next day to finish the last lead, but an
obscure crawl way remains to be done.
Another team went to an unnamed small cave on
the north side of the Green River to survey and
inventory the biology. They surveyed 227 feet, but
wetsuits will be needed to continue.
A wetsuit team spent two days surveying Silent
Grove Springhouse Cave.
A party went to Ingalls Way and found the
waterfall to be less troublesome than it was during
high water conditions in February. They ended their
survey at a 40-foot deep rift that will require climbing
gear.
Two parties went to Wilson Cave. One party
headed in with a rope to drop the pits beyond Wow

Ledge. The second party headed for the upper level
above Convolution Chasm but not everyone fit, so
they went to a backup objective off Wow Ledge. On
the way they gathered up a rather delayed and
somewhat lost ftrst party, and got them redirected to
their objective. The second party surveyed a canyon
that connected to a previously surveyed pit.
Meanwhile, team one dropped and surveyed the pits,
but found no continuing passage at the bottom.
Two teams went to Emily's Puzzle on Saturday.
One team worked on leads in the northern canyon.
They surveyed over 500 feet. The other party was
sent to find out what lies below the ER survey.
Instead of a lower level canyon, they found another
maze. They returned the next day with the goal of
tying their survey to Mystic River. Although they
surveyed the passage to its end, they tied it into
something that wasn't Mystic River.
In Hidden River Cave, a team surveying domes
at the beginning of the upstream D-survey found a
number of interesting leads.
All parties were productive and almost everyone
seemed to enjoy their trips (some of them can only be
designated as masochists based on that fact).
We would like to thank the following people for
their great help during the expedition. There were 45
people staying in camp and a number of dinner
guests, so the help was very necessary. These people
went way beyond the minimum in helping with
kitchen and cleanup duties: Rick Hochstetter, Joyce
Hoffmaster, Jenny Earlandson, John Lovaas, Bonnie
DeLong, and Greg Sholly. Thanks to Bob Lodge as
well, for typing a bunch of the old trip reports. Rick
Hochstetter, Daniel Greger, and Joyce Hoffmaster
put in many hours on the roof replastering the
defective chimney. Rick Hochstetter also spent a
good deal of time on plumbing duties. Bob Eggers,
Dave Hanson, Roger McClure, and Daniel Greger
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also worked on the machinery, mowed,
repaired the trailer, and weed wacked.

bush hogged,

Great Onyx Cave - 1) Bob Gulden, Dusty Gulden, Richard
Rubin, Ralph Earlandson, Gorden Birkhimer; 2) Bob Gulden,
Dusty Gulden, John DeLong, John Danovich, Alan Welhausen;
BlufTCave -1) Rick Olson, Dick Market, Bill Baus; 2) Rick
Olson, Dick Market, Bill Baus; Ingalls Way - Tom Brucker,
Aaron Addison, John Danovich, Rick Hoechstettcr; Wilson Cave-

1) Erik Sikora, Matt Mezydlo, Grcg Sholly. John Lovaas; 2) Dave
West, Karen Willmes, Danny Vann, Dawn Ryan; Small unnamed
cave on north side. John Delong, Dick Maxey, Cheryl Early,
Rick Toomey; Emily's Puzzle - 1) Bob Osburn. Red Watson,
Roger McClure, Don Coons; 2) Charles Fox, Rick Haley, Daniel
Greger; 3) Charles Fox, Rick Haley, Daniel Greger; Silent Grove
Springhouse Cave .1) Bob Thurner, Bob Lodge, Joyce
Hoffmaster; 2) Bob Thurner, Bob Lodge, Joyce Hoffmaster;
Hidden River Cave - Dave West, Karen Willmes, Dawn Ryan.

2003 EXPEDITION CALENDAR
Before attending any expedition, you must contact the expedition leader as trip sizes may be limited. Failure to contact the
leader may prevent you from attending the expedition as the trip may be full.

Eastern Operations - Mammoth Cave Schedule
Columbus Day (Oct 10-13) Paul Cannaley,
pcannaley@yahoo.com,
317-862-5618
Thanksgiving (November 26-30) Dave West,
d270@bellatlantic.net
All Eastern Operations CRF members who have not
anended an expedition safety orientation must do so before
participating in expedition activities. The safety orientation
is scheduled at the beginning of each expedition after the
morning meeting. Those who have anended a safety
orientation are not required to participate in another. New
members should arrange to be at the expedition early
enough to attend the orientation. Those who do not attcnd
will not be allowed to participate in expedition activities.
Contact expedition leader for more dctails about the
orientation.
CKKC-Roppel
Cave, Kentuekv
As a result of the partnership between CRF and Central
Kentucky Karst Coalition (CKKC), CRF cavers are
welcome to participate in Rappel Cave Project trips. For
more information on trip schedule, contact Jim Borden at
j imbordcn@attglobal.nct

Cumberland Mountain Research Center on the campus of
Lincoln Memorial University, Harrogate, Tennessee.
Contact: Mike Crockett mikecrockett@hotmail.com
Entry into Gap (Cudjo's) Cave and some other caves
is limited to protect bats. Surface inventory of karsts
features in the Park will continue during bat closure.

Ozarks
For caving in the Ozarks, please contact Scott House,
314-282-3246, scotl_house@Semo.net

Guadalupe
Thanksgiving (November 26-30) Greg McCarty,
greg@xfabtexas.com 806-792-7385

Fort Stanton Project. Lincoln National Forest:
John J. Corcoran, john J_ corcoran_III@msn.com
June 28 - July 5, Aug 30 - Sept I, Oct 11-18
SEKI Schedule
20-21 September, Mineral King, JeffCheraz,
2050, gephe@earthlink.net

626-359-

Columbus Day Weckend. 11-13 October, Lilburn.Paul
Nelson, 909-869-7623, califomia_eaver@yahoo.com

Cumberland Gap National Historical Park
Sept 26-28, Mike StanfillfThor Bahrman,
mstanfil1@chrisapp.org, 859-792-3051 x226

Veteran's Day Weekend, 8-11 November, Lilburn, Joel
Despain, 559-565-3602, joel_ despain@nps.gov

The Expedition Schedule for Cumberland Gap National
Historical Park is the last full weekend of each month
except December. The park is in Kentucky, Virginia, and
Tennessee. Park headquarters is in Middlesboro, Kentucky.
The primary cave is in Lee County, Virginia and Bell
County, Kentucky. Expeditions are based out of the

HSS/CRF

ADDRESS

Hawai'i Caving - Big Island

Contact Pat Kambesis, 309-762-3860,
kambesis@bigfooLcom

CORRECTIONS

If you have changed phone number(ie area code
split), e-mail address, or have moved, please
send your information to:
Phil DiBlasi
PO Box 126
Louisvil1e,KY 40201-0126

pjdiblasi@louisville.edu

THE CRF WEBSITE
www.cave-research.org
Contact your operations manager for the user
id and password for the members-only section
of the site.
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